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How often do you look at the notice board?
36 Responses- 1 Empty

Sometimes
61%

22

Regularly
39%

14

Communications

Grateful for increase in email communications.
Noticeboard is "Sometimes" because rarely have reading 
glasses to hand at the allotment - more likely to �nd out 
what's happening via email.



Should the allotment gates
stay locked all the time?

37 Responses

No
65%

24

Yes
35%

13

What times should the allotment gates be locked?

Locked at 8pm or sunset if earlier than 8pm
38%

9

Fixed lock times (4pm winter, 7pm spring/autumn, 8pm growing season)
33%

8

Locked at sunset
17%

4

Other
13%

3

What type of regular access would you prefer for the locked gate?
37 Responses

Key (as now) Combination lock Electronic Fob (wireless access)
0

5

10

15

20
20

54%

12
32%

5
14%

Gate Security

Other: The gates should be 
locked when the last person 
leaves the plot.



Should a safety tra�c mirror be installed on the exit
from the allotments to the A3 slip road to show when

cars are coming from the right?
36 Responses- 1 Empty

Yes
86%

31

No
11%

4

Not sure
3%1

Site Exit Safety

We did try to get a mirror put up but the Council said it 
would shine in drivers' faces on sunny days.

Great idea for the mirror. I asked for this many years 
(15+) ago but was fobbed o� with it being the 
responsibility of Highways and/or TFL! It depends on if we have the budget to carry it out and 

avoid stressing out other members. I point this out 
because, from my understanding, the allotment was 
made to relieve stress and not to cause it.



If the AGM was held online using Zoom during Covid-19 restrictions, would you attend?
37 Responses

Yes if I am available
81%

30

No
16%

6

Yes once I had had some help using Zoom.
3%1

AGM

This is di�cult topic, as Zoom can be tricky to manage, especially when all 
people are talking at the same time.

We should know in advance more details regarding the issues we are about 
to discuss or on which decisions are made.  Clarity and structure 
throughout. 

Not everyone is internet savvy.

Having a weak internet connection is very 
frustrating getting cut o� on an important issue of 
a AGM , would prefer a physical contact meeting.

If there was a pressing matter or a �xed time for 
meeting I could attend, but I spend all day on my 
P.C and Zoom and don't have much to add for me
to need to attend



Other Issues

Need more cooperation from golf club to keep their oak trees away from over hanging 
the plots and free from procession moths. 

Green waste is an issue at this time of year, could we get a skip or composting area?

Equipment for maintaining grass paths: is there any? Could the person who does the main path do it? 
Are we all supposed to purchase battery powered tools?

Better communication about bulk purchase of seeds etc is needed

Improve the quality of compost

Consider transitioning to plastic-free allotments 




